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※The wolf who kissed the sky: Before reading this chapter, please turn on the music:
[Reverse War]. Be sure to open!
The old man said coldly: “Yue Feng did such a beast thing, you are a father,
unforgivable! If you don’t admit your mistake today, I would rather kill you!”
“Crack! Slap!
” Hit Yue Feng’s father’s body, the blood has flowed all over the place!
Su Yue’s voice became hoarse as she cried: “You guys don’t fight, don’t fight, it’s really
going to kill you if you fight again… don’t fight…”
“Stop fighting?” Chen Yun took a step forward and said to the old man : “Grandpa, I see
this Yue Tianheng, but he doesn’t cry until he sees the coffin, thinking that grandpa is
old, and his heart is kind, but he can’t be cruel.”
“Yes, grandpa!”
The juniors around also called out: “Grandpa, Yue Feng’s family of three, if they are not
severely punished, it will be difficult to convince the public!”
Hearing everyone’s words, the old man Yue’s face turned ashen: “Come here, let’s go
to the family!”
Hiss!
Hearing the three words “Shangjia Fa”, many disciples of the Yue family couldn’t help
but gasp.
Yue Tianheng’s expression changed greatly, and his whole body trembled
uncontrollably.
The Yue family’s family law is notoriously terrifying!
Call it torture!
Cannon!
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That’s right, the torture invented by King Zhou of Shang in ancient times, the cannon!

It is to burn a huge copper column red, and then let people lie on it!
For a time, the entire hall of the villa was deadly silent.
Soon, dozens of family disciples brought a huge copper pillar. Pour oil on the copper
pillar, and it burns bright red!
In the huge villa, there is silence! Everyone is stupid and can’t say a word!
“I’ll ask you one last time, admit it or not!” The old man stared at Yue Tianheng.
Cold sweat dripped down his forehead!
It is impossible to say not to be afraid. But there is nothing wrong with my family of
three, so why admit it!
“Feng’er can’t do that kind of thing, it’s impossible!” Yue Tianheng’s eyes were very firm!
“Presumptuous!” Chen Yun stepped forward, and slapped Yue Tianheng’s face with two
slaps: “You are still stubborn? Your son is a beast who is inferior to pigs and dogs! It’s
all this time, and you are still stubborn!
” Press me on the copper pillar!” The old man was furious and yelled loudly!
Hearing the old man’s words, dozens of young people from the clan suddenly gathered
around, tied Yue Tianheng with five flowers, and carried him to the copper pillar.
“No!” Su Yu shouted heart-rendingly, her whole body completely collapsed!
The copper pillar is burning red and red, if people stick it on it, won’t they die here!
“You don’t admit your mistake, right?” The old man said with a cold face: “Let him stick it
on!” After the
voice fell, a dozen or so strong men pushed Yue Tianheng directly onto the copper
pillar!
“Ah…”
A shrill scream echoed in the hall for a long time!
“My son is innocent, my son is innocent!” Yue Tianheng shouted hoarsely, his skin was
completely scorched!
My son is definitely innocent, my son wouldn’t do that, wouldn’t…

Yue Tianheng’s tears fell desperately, and at this moment, he was completely
desperate!
“Am I cheating on you! I want your life! Ah!”
At this moment, a roar came! Looking from a distance, Yue Feng was holding a blooddrinking sword, his eyes were blood red, and he rushed over like crazy!
Behind him, Sun Dasheng is holding an axe, like a god of killing! Behind them, followed
by hundreds of strong men in black! All black suits!
“Damn you, you are all damned!” Yue Feng has gone completely crazy! The blooddrinking sword slashed wildly, slashing when it saw anyone!
Father was scorched alive! Anger has completely defeated reason! Kill, kill, kill! At this
time, in his mind, only this word echoed!
“Beast, beast!” The old man stood up at once, pointed at Yue Feng, and trembled with
anger: “You white-eyed wolf, you dare to come back. Get it for me! Get it for me!
” The younger generation of the Yue family rushed over!
Sun Dasheng waved his hand, and more than 200 strong men behind him rushed over
like a tide, and they fought together in an instant!
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“Dad, Dad…” Yue Feng’s eyes were red, the blood-drinking sword cut the rope, and
hugged Yue Tianheng.
At this time, Yue Tianheng’s whole body is completely broken! There is a burning smell
on the body, the clothes and the meat have been stuck together, and the blood is
blurred!
“Son…” Yue Tianheng’s lips were white and pale, and the severe pain made him
tremble all over: “Son, tell Daddy, have you ever done that kind of thing?!”
“I didn’t, I didn’t! “Yue Feng has already cried into tears, and the tears are falling down!
“It’s fine if you don’t…” Yue Tianheng used all his strength, squeezed out a smile,
closed his eyes, he didn’t know if he was alive or dead!
“Dad!” Yue Feng howled like crazy, his voice was hoarse!
“Dad, don’t scare me, don’t scare me!” He kept shaking his father’s body, but it didn’t
help, it didn’t help at all!

“Stop screaming, even if your father dies, he deserves what he deserves.” Sister-in-law
Chen Yun walked over on high heels, pointed at Yue Feng and shouted, “You grew up
in Yue’s family, and now you are bringing people to the family to cause trouble, you are
not afraid Aren’t you afraid of being struck by lightning?”
Shua!
At this moment, Yue Feng stood up slowly, his eyes were extremely blood red! Walk
towards Chen Yun step by step!
“You, what are you doing…”
Chen Yun’s body trembled, and she would never forget this look in her life!
Terrible!
“Clap!”
Yue Feng slapped him fiercely, and he used all his strength for this slap! Hearing a
muffled groan, Chen Yun’s body was abruptly swept away! It flew out more than ten
meters and finally landed on the ground!
“puff!”
A mouthful of blood spit out from Chen Yun’s mouth. But before he could stand up, Yue
Feng stepped forward again, slap after slap!
“Crack! Slap! Slap!”
The crisp sound made everyone jump!
The cane in the old man’s hand had already fallen to the ground, his chest heaved
violently, and he stood up tremblingly, but his throat seemed to be blocked, and he
couldn’t say a word.
“Yue Feng, you dare to beat your sister-in-law?!” Yue Chen called out at once, grabbed
a wooden stick and called him!
“Boom!”
The stick hit Yue Feng firmly, and the stick snapped! But Yue Feng’s body, steady as a
rock, slowly turned his head.
“Clap!”

Another slap fell, Yue Chen flew out, slammed into the wall, and slid down like a pool of
mud!
However, before his feet landed, he felt a pair of big hands choking his neck! With a
smile on his mouth, Yue Feng squeezed his neck with more and more force!
Yue Chen had difficulty breathing, and his face was very purple.
“Three years ago, you said that I misappropriated the family’s funds without
authorization and drove me out of the family.” Yue Feng said coldly, his face
expressionless: “But who knows, the eight million in oil stocks is my share. I saved one
cent. That eight million is my own money, every penny is clean, and every penny has
nothing to do with you!”
“You…” Yue Chen was almost out of breath, he I want to struggle, but I have no
strength!
“A month ago, I funded the family by 3 billion, and you said that I was plotting to do
something wrong! But who knows, I just want to repay my gratitude. The Yue family has
raised me well. You are unkind, I can’t be unjust!”
“A week ago, Wang Yan’s wife was defiled, and you said that I hurt the world! I said it, I
didn’t do it, you can’t understand human words!” Yue Feng shouted frantically,
completely losing his mind!
Loudly!
All eyes were on Yue Feng, and he couldn’t say a word!
“Boom!”
Yue Feng released his hand, and Yue Chen’s body fell to the ground at once. He was
breathing in the air with a big mouth, covering his neck with one hand, and his heart
lingered!
At the same time, the children of the Yue family, who had already been beaten by Sun
Dasheng, fell to the ground without being able to fight back!
Silence!
The huge Yue family was silent at this time! A needle fell to the ground, and everyone
could hear it clearly!
“I, Yue Feng, have the grace of raising my grandfather.” At this moment, Yue Feng held
the blood-drinking sword, and his inner strength protected his voice and spread
throughout the audience!

“My father, I don’t know if I’m alive or dead now.” Yue Feng clenched his fists tightly, his
fingernails clasped into the flesh, and blood flowed down, but he couldn’t feel the pain!
A cold voice came from his mouth again: “If my father is born, the grievance will be
written off. If my father dies, I will let the entire Yue family be buried with me.”
“Boom!”Yue Feng hugged his father and walked out of Yue’s house step by step without
looking back!
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Until Yue Feng’s back disappeared, Chen Yun slowly got up and ran to the old man’s
side.
“Grandpa, this, this, it’s outrageous, outrageous!” Chen Yun’s face was full of anger, her
beautiful face still had slap marks and blood.
The old man was shaking with anger, he ignored Chen Yun, but turned to look to the
other side.
At the entrance of Yue’s house, Sun Dasheng and the hundreds of strong men were still
standing there.
The children of the Yue family were beaten down at this time! There is blood all over the
ground, and I don’t know what the injury is!
“Who are you?” Old Man
Yue looked at Sun Dasheng and asked.
Sun Dasheng strode up and responded with a smile: “I can’t change my name, I can’t
change my surname. My surname is Sun, my name is Dasheng.”
What? !
Everyone took a deep breath! Sun, Sun Dasheng?
This name is like thunder in Donghai City!
Mr. Yue stood up and said, “It turned out to be from the Sun family. What are you doing
in our Yue family? Why are you participating in our family affairs!”
At this time, sister-in-law Chen Yun also reacted from the shock and said, “Yes, Our
Yue family and your Sun family, the well water doesn’t violate the river water, what are
you bringing people to our Sun family for?”
Indeed, the Sun family is playing society, and the Yue family can’t afford to offend it!

However, the rabbit is in a hurry and bites! The Yue family is known as the largest
family in the south of the Yangtze River. If they really have to fight together, their
financial resources are not weaker than their Sun family!
Sun Dasheng put his hands behind his back and said lightly: “Of course I can’t control
your family affairs, and I don’t want to. But.”
Speaking of this, he paused and smiled: “But, if you offended Yue Feng, you offended
me.”
Wow!
As soon as the voice fell, everyone present was in an uproar!
That son-in-law who came to the door, actually became brothers with Sun Dasheng?
What the hell is he out of luck!
Chen Yun was very angry, but she didn’t dare to say anything.
The old man Yue was silent, and after a few seconds, he looked at Sun Dasheng
closely and said: “Lady, your name is Sun Dasheng, right? I can see that you are very
loyal, and Yue Feng can meet a friend like you, I am very happy for him. But let me tell
you, Yue Feng violated the clan rules, and even made a scandal that brought shame to
the whole family, so I have to punish him.”
“I want to know, what clan rules did Feng Zi commit? What scandal did he do? , as for
letting you treat him like this!” Sun Dasheng asked, clenching his fists.
Parents, are everyone’s anti-scale!
What did he do wrong to smack his father? !
Mr. Yue’s face was ugly. This kind of scandal, it’s shameful to say it!
However, some people don’t care about this at all, such as Chen Yun and Yue Chen.
“Since you want to know, then I’ll tell you.” Chen Yun smiled coldly: “Yue Feng went to
the Liu family to be the son-in-law of the Liu family, and I won’t talk about it, anyway, the
Yue family’s face has been thrown away by him. But he doesn’t have any sense of
shame, he’s still a beast in human skin, and he doesn’t even spare his younger
siblings…”
Chen Yun became more and more excited as she spoke, adding fuel to it, as much as it
sounded ugly.

Sun Dasheng frowned secretly.
Of course he didn’t believe Chen Yun’s words, but he was just a little puzzled. Yue
Feng, the elder sister-in-law, was so beautiful, how could she be so bitter and mean?
“Okay, I don’t want to hear it.” Sun Dasheng said coldly, the axe in his hand slammed
into the door post at once!
“Boom!”
The entire gatepost was cut off, and there was a loud noise, and several girls almost
cried.
“I tell you, I don’t believe a single word of what you said.” Sun Dasheng said word by
word: “From today onwards, I will provoke Yue Feng again and wash your Yue family
with blood.
” Brothers out of the villa!
“Huh…” The old man
Yue stood there condensed, looking at the direction Sun Dasheng was leaving with a
gloomy face.
Everyone in the Yue family also kept their mouths tight and did not speak. The words of
Sun Dasheng before leaving were like thunder outside, still echoing in the hall!
They never thought that punishing Yue Feng would attract a Sun Dasheng.
“Grandpa, grandpa!” At this time, Chen Yun was the first to react, covering her face and
shouting: “In the family affairs of our Yue family, his grandson grandson intervened and
brought down his hands, hurting so many of us, it’s just bullying. There are too many
people, so it can’t be left like this.”
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Yue looked around.
In the hall, many children of the Yue family were lying there mourning, blood was
everywhere, and some of them were still alive and dead.
“Take them to treat the wounds and count the number of casualties.” With a breath, Mr.
Yue shouted anxiously.

Yue Tianlong, who was on the side, quickly ordered the wounded to be taken out of the
hall. At this time, the entire Yue family was shrouded in a cloud of anger and
resentment.
There was blood at the corner of Chen Yun’s mouth, and the slap print on her face
became more and more red.
“Grandpa, why didn’t you take action just now?” Feeling the burning pain on her face,
Chen Yun’s eyes were full of resentment, and she couldn’t help asking Father Yue.
Grandpa has been in seclusion for five years, and now he has the strength of a thirdrank military general. If he had just shot, he would not have been like this.
The old man Yue’s face was gloomy, but he didn’t speak.
Chen Yun wanted to say more, but Yue Chen walked out quickly and interrupted: “Shut
up, you have seen the situation just now, Sun Dasheng brought hundreds of people,
and each of them is not good. Grandpa can Can you beat them all?”
Chen Yun’s anger burst out instantly, and she stepped forward: “What are you yelling at
me? What are you doing when Sun Dasheng is here? Hiding in the corner, you don’t
dare to fart, now people Go, you jumped out and yelled at your wife, are you a man?
How could I marry you such a waste!”
Chen Yun said more and more angrily.
After all, slandering Yue Feng is not to wipe your ass.
Now you have to turn around and say that mine is not, it’s the other way around.
Yue Chen’s face flushed, and he was speechless. He was notoriously afraid of his wife,
and when he saw Chen Yun getting angry, he shut his mouth embarrassingly.
call.
At this time, Old Man Yue, who had been silent with a cold face, let out a long sigh of
relief, and said coldly to Yue Tianlong next to him: “Tianlong, come with me.”
After speaking, he walked towards the back of the hall.
Yue Tianlong responded quickly, followed quickly, his face was calm, but his heart was
very uneasy.
The matter of Yue Feng, as the head of the Yue family, can’t help but be to blame.
Yue’s secret room.

Mr. Yue spent five years in retreat, and spent it here. The secret room is not big and the
decoration is simple.
This is a peaceful place.
But to Yue Tianlong, there was a solemn and depressed atmosphere.
puff.
As soon as he entered the secret room, Yue Tianlong immediately knelt down, full of
shame and self-blame: “Father, I have a responsibility that I cannot shirk in this matter.
As the patriarch, I didn’t deal with the problem in time. Worry, now that the Yue family is
like this again, you punish me…”
At this time, Yue Tianlong was extremely anxious, but he was also very smart.
So take the initiative to plead guilty, and then the punishment can be lighter.
“Alas.”
Seeing the sincerity on Yue Tianheng’s face, Mr. Yue sighed and waved his hand:
“Tianlong, get up, it’s not your fault.”
Father didn’t punish me?
Yue Tianlong was overjoyed and stood up.
Then he asked cautiously, “Father, now that the Sun family is involved, what shall we do
next?”
The old man pondered for a while, and said with emotion: “Let’s wait and see how
things change, Tianlong, I have decided, from now on, I will teach the children of the
Yue family to practice cultivation. Over the years, our Yue family has been doing
business, and the money we have made is enough, but the money is not enough. What
if there is too much? It’s just something outside the body.”
Through this incident, Mr. Yue suddenly understood a truth. If a family wants to stand
firm forever, it is useless to have money, and it needs strong strength, otherwise more
Money is in vain!
For example, just now, if all the disciples of the Yue family were cultivators, then
Dasheng Sun would definitely be beaten up!
Fortunately, it is not too late to understand this now!
What?

The whole family started to practice? !
They didn’t notice that Wang Yan, who was hiding at the door of the secret room, also
heard the conversation between foster father and grandfather.
Wang Yan clenched his fists tightly. If the whole family started to cultivate, who would
dare to provoke the Yue family? ! Even Sun Dasheng, Yang Long, Yang Jing and others
would not dare to compare with Yue’s family dress! At that time, the Yue family will call
the wind and call the rain!
Thinking of this, Wang Yan’s eyes were fierce. Yue Feng, I treat you as a good second
brother, but you defile my wife.
good very good. You defile my wife, and I will let your wife bear my seed as well.
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At this time, in the secret room, Yue Tianlong was stunned.
Whole family practice? easier said than done?
“However, in order to become a cultivator, you need to build a spirit pill or a spirit grass,
and change your physique to become a cultivator. The spirit building pill and the spirit
building grass are rare in the world. No matter how rich we are, we can’t buy them
without channels. “
Lingcao is the spiritual grass that Yue Feng took, and it was also a gift given to Yue
Feng by the younger sister Yang Long.
Yue Feng became a cultivator only after taking the Spirit Building Grass.
The building spirit pill is extracted from the building spirit grass, and the medicinal effect
is purer.
The old man Yue waved his hand, indicating that Yue Tianlong didn’t need to worry:
“You don’t need to worry about this, just do as I say, and give me a list of smart, witty
and talented people in the family.”
After a pause, The old man Yue continued: “Fu’er Taoist priest of the Wudang faction is
a close friend of mine. As long as I speak, he will help me to get a spirit-building pill.
” Sent, this person holds a high position in the Wudang sect. Building Spirit Pill is not
difficult for him at all.
Yue Tianlong was overjoyed and nodded quickly: “I know Dad, I will go to prepare
immediately.”

At this moment, the sound of footsteps came, followed by Chen Yun walking in on high
heels.
“Grandpa, the wounded have been counted.” Chen Yun’s still red and swollen face, with
anger, said: “Seven people are in the hospital for rescue, their lives and deaths are
unknown, and there are more than a dozen seriously injured.”
After saying this, Chen Yun said Gritting his teeth, he said with added content:
“Grandpa, when has our Yue family suffered this kind of humiliation? It’s unbearable.”
Slap!
Hearing Chen Yun’s words, Mr. Yue was furious and slammed down the table, his eyes
burning with anger: “This matter is never over. Yue Feng, and the Sun family, this
account will never be forgotten!
” .The
First Hospital of Donghai City.
Liu Xuan stepped on high heels and carried a fruit basket, and hurriedly entered the
hospital hall.
Behind her, a reluctant Shen Man followed.
As soon as the mother and daughter appeared, they attracted the attention of many
men in the hall.
Shen Man is in his thirties, but he is well maintained and his body is very hot.
Liu Xuan is gentle and charming, wearing a short skirt, which makes her figure more
graceful.
Gudong.
Many men stared straight and secretly swallowed saliva.
Whoever married such a woman would be very fortunate.
Liu Xuan didn’t care about the gazes around her, and her heart was very complicated at
this time.
Yesterday I was at the Dasheng Palace, but Yue Feng answered a call and hurried
away with Sun Dasheng.

She didn’t know what happened to the Yue family yesterday. It was only this morning
that she learned that Yue Feng’s father was hospitalized. He heard that the situation
was very serious, so she came to visit.
Speaking of which, Liu Xuan had never met Yue Feng’s parents after three years of
marriage. I don’t know what happened recently. She feels very safe with Yue Feng. So
today, Liu Xuan wanted to do her duty as a daughter-in-law.
“Xuan’er, what’s so beautiful about Yue Feng’s parents, and they’re not dead.” When
walking through the hall, Shen Man complained: “You can do it by yourself, but you
have to pull me? I made an appointment just now. My friend, we are going to do a
beauty treatment together.”
Yue Feng’s parents are both rural buns, and they took the initiative to come to the
hospital to see them, which is too humiliating.
Liu Xuan whispered: “Mom, keep your voice down. Yue Feng has been very motivated
recently, and he has performed very well. Don’t be prejudiced against him any more.”
Speaking of which, Liu Xuan bit her lip: “Besides, We have been married for more than
three years, and both parents have never seen each other. Now that we know that his
father is hospitalized, we should come and visit.”
These remarks left Shen Man speechless, but there were still some disagreements.
Patience: “It’s alright, alright, I’ll listen to you, and I’ll leave after a few words. It’s not like
you don’t know, I don’t like coming to the hospital, there are germs everywhere…”
When he reached the door of the ward, he I heard a burst of laughter from inside.
Liu Xuan and Shen Man looked at each other and stopped.
“Why is there still a young woman’s voice inside?” Shen Man asked suspiciously, “Didn’t
you say that only Yue Feng and his mother are nursing in the ward?”
Liu Xuan frowned, but did not speak.
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